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Communicated by D. A. S. Fraser 
Let X be an observation from a p-variate (p > 3) normal random vector 
with unknown mean vector 0 and known covariance matrix &‘. The problem of 
improving upon the usual estimator of 8, g”(X) = X, is considered. An approach 
is developed which can lead to improved estimators, S, for loss functions which 
are polynomials in the coordinates of (6 - 8). As an example of this approach, 
ihe loss L(S, 0) = 1 6 - 0 I4 is considered, and estimators are developed which 
are significantly better than 6”. When 2 is the identity matrix, these estimators 
are of the form 6(X) = (1 - (b/(d + 1 X I”)))X. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X = (X, ,..., XJ be a p-variate normal random vector with mean 
e = (e, ,..., e,y and identity covariance matrix. It is desired to estimate 0 
by an estimator 6 = (6, ,..., 6Jt under a loss L(6 - 0). Brown [8] showed that 
if p >, 3, then under very weak conditions on L the usual estimator P(X) = X 
is inadmissible. The result did not provide explicit estimators offering significant 
improvement on 60, however. When L is a quadratic loss, estimators significantly 
better than So have been found by a variety of authors. (See the references.) 
For nonquadratic losses, however, there are virtually no results. Berger [5] 
found what appear to be better estimators for certain other losses, in part 
using Monte Carlo calculations on the computer. In this paper it is shown 
analytically how estimators significantly better than a0 can be found for 
polynomial losses, i.e., losses which are polynomials in the (Si - OJ. 
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2. NOTATION AND METHODOLOGY 
For notational convenience define r,(X) = &(X) - Xi and y(X) = 
h(-J%.., y&W. Let EB d enote expectation when 0 is the true parameter. 
The risk of an estimator 6 will be denoted 
R(S, 0) = E,L@ - 6'). 
Finally, define 
d(B) = R(S, e> - R(S0, S). 
Expanding a polynomial loss L(S - 0) = L(y + x - 0) in terms of the ‘yt 
and (xi - 0,) results in an expression of the form 
~(6 - 0) = L(~ - 0) + i +h,(~) P~(X - by, 
k=l 
pkcx - e) = fi [xi - eipi), 
i=l 
the ak are constants, and the n(k, i) and m(K, i) are nonnegative integers. Note 
that 
d(e) = E&q, e) - L(x - e)] = E. i akhk(x) pk(x - e) . 
I (2.1) k=l 
It is desired to find an estimator 8 for which d(B) < 0 for all 8. (6 is then 
better than SO.) The approach that will be taken is to use integration by parts 
in the above expression for d(B) to remove the explicit dependence of the 
integrand upon 8. If the resulting integrand can be shown to be negative for 
all X, the desired result will follow. The usefulness of integration by parts 
was first noticed in a similar setting by Stein [15]. 
The following lemma is useful in carrying out the integration by parts for 
polynomial losses. Define 




= Fl jci-l.t-2 , 
if i < 0 or i > n or i is odd, 
if 2 < i < n. 
A short table of the c,,~ is given below. 
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n 
\I i 1 2 3 4 5 6 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 0 1 3 6 10 15 
4 0 0 0 3 15 45 
6 0 0 0 0 0 15 
If h: Ii1 + R1 is n times differentiable, define 
h’qq = (d”/dZj) h(x), O<j<n, (h(O)(z) = h(x)). 
LEMMA 1. Let Z be a normal random variable with ntean [ and variance 1. 
Assume h(z) is a real-valued n times continuously diferentiable function and that 
EC{1 h(++j)(Z)I 1 2 - [ 13 < 00 fog all f  and 0 < j < n. Then 
Proof. The proof will be by induction on n. A simple integration by parts 
shows that 
W(Z)(Z - 0 = E,W1’(Z)}. 
The result thus holds for n = 1. Now suppose the result holds for n - 1. 
Again integration by parts gives 
E,{h(Z)(Z - E)“} = E,{h(l)(Z)(Z - [)“-I + (n - 1) h(Z)(Z - t)n-2}. 
The induction hypothesis can now be applied to the right-hand side of the 
above expression to give 
I 
n-1 n-2 
E,{h(Z)(Z - [)n} = E, c c,-,,ih’“-i’(Z) -t (n - 1) 1 C~-2,ih(n-2-i)(Z) 
i=O i=O I 
!  
n-1 
= E, %Fo c,-,,ih’“-l’(Z) + (n - 1) f  cr+-2,t-zh(n-i)(Z) 
i=2 I 
= -7-G i$ L,i + (n - 1)~,,,-,I A’“-YZ) 
I I 
(since ~,-r,~ = c,-2.4 = c,4,4 = 0). 
Using the definition of the cnSt , it is easy to check that 
klst + (n - 1) c,-2.2-2 = c,,i for 0 < i < 72. 
This gives the desired result. 1 
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The above lemma can be applied repetitively to (2.1) (with 2 = & and 
5 = SJ to eliminate the P,(X - 0). The resulting expression involves only 
derivatives of &(X), which are known quantities for a given estimator. This 
expression can typically be shown to be positive (for all X) for certain estimators 
of the form 
S(X) = (I - (B/(d + X”CX)))X, (2.2) 
where B and C are (p x p) matrices, I is the identity matrix, and d is a constant. 
An example is given in the next section. 
3. EXAMPLE 
As an example of application of the above technique, consider the loss 
qs, e) = 1 6 - e 14 = i cri + xi - e,)z 2 
i=l I 
= L(x - e) + 4 C C yi.yi(xp - e&j - 4) 
i 3 
+ C C I&? + 4 11 Yi(% - 4)(xj - v 
D 9 z i 
+ 2 C 1 YZCxj - e3)2 + 4 C C YiYj’(% - 6). 
i 3 i 5 
For notational simplicity in the next expression define 
(3.1) 
Using Lemma 1 with the loss (3.1) gives 
o(e) = EB 
I 
4 i (2[y:‘92 + 2y,p + y?) 
i=l 
+ 4 c c (27py5 + yi,'y.'l' + y3,'l'y;'l') + 1 y 14 
f+3 
+ 4 c c (yy,3(2) + yf’l’) + 4 $y o/y + 3y~u9 
if3 i-1 
+ 2~Cmp12 + 2?$Yp + Y:) +4xX (Y:‘l’Y: + 2riYp;;‘) - 
3 i 3 I 
(3.2) 
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The estimator (2.2) will now be considered with B = bI (6 > 0) and C = I. 
Thus 
Yi(x) = --bXi/(d + I x I’), i = l,...,p. 
A tedious calculation in (4) using this estimator gives 
44 = -G I@ +;x 12) [ -4p(p + 2) + (d”;’ 7g2, + ((j +Fx I”) 
+ (d;‘,;‘;2)2 + k, I Xl4 (d + I x 12)” II ’ (3.3) 
where 
k, = 16 + 8~ + 46 + 2bp, 
k, = -48b - 40pb - 64~ - 128 - 4pbe, 
Define 
k, = 8~~ + 16~ + 4p(p + l)b, 
k4 = b3 + 24b2 + 144b + 192. 
g(y, 4 4 = -4p(p + 2) + -kQL 
(d+Y) +&+ (ATi)” + (dkqy;)2 - 
It is clear from (3.3) that d(8) < 0 if d and b can be chosen so that g( y, b, d) < 0 
for all 0 < y < a. 
Note first that if p 3 3, then 
k, + k, < 0 for 0 < b < 2(p - 2). (3.4) 
To see this, note that h(b) = k, + k, is given by 
h(b) = b3 + 4(6 - p)b2 + 8( 12 - 5p)b + 64(1 - p)a 
An easy calculation shows that h’(b) (the derivative of h) is negative at b = 0. 
Since h(b) is a cubic polynomial whose third degree term has a positive coefficient, 
it is thus easy to see that h(b) achieves its maximum for 0 < b < 2(p - 2) 
at one of the endpoints of the interval. Calculation shows that h(O) < 0 and 
h(2(p - 2)) < 0 for p >, 3, verifying (3.4). 
Using (3.4) and the fact that k4 is positive, it is clear that 
(d$ + (dk;y;)3 G (d+y)2 
(43 + k4)Y < 0. 
Hence 
g(y, b, d) < -4p(p + 2) + ky+fyk, = -4p(p + 2) + kl(i;++k;F) . 
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Clearly the right-hand side above is monotonic in y, and is thus maximizec 
at y = 0 or y = CD. It can be concluded that 
g(y, b, 4 d -4p(p + 2) + m&, , k&J (3.5; 
Calculation shows that [-4p(p + 2) + k,/d] < 0 for 
k, (P + 1) b d 3 4p(p + 2) = 2 + - 
(P + 2) 
, 
while [-4p(p + 2) + k;J < 0 for b \( 2(p - 2). From (3.5), it follows that 
g(y, b, d) < 0 for 0 < 6 < 2(P - 2) and d > 2 +$-$+. (3.6) 
Applying (3.6) to (3.3), and noting that equality holds in (3.6) only if y = 0, 
it can be concluded that d(B) < 0 for all 0. Hence 
‘cx) = (I- ,+;x,s)x (3.7) 
is better than P(X), providingp > 3 and b and d are as in (3.6). 
Observe that the conditions on b and d in (3.6) are sharp in the sense that if 
d < 2 + (p + l)b/(p + 2) then g(0, b, d) > 0, while if b > 2(p - 2) then 
Jim,,, g(y, b, 4 > 0. F rom Berger [5] it can indeed be seen that 0 < b < 
2(p - 2) is a necessary condition for having d(B) < 0 for all 0. On the other 
hand, some values of d < 2 + (p + l)b/(p + 2) probably will still give 
d(B) < 0 for all 0 (though d near zero will not work since the risk becomes 
infinite as d--f 0). 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND GENERALIZATIONS 
(1) From a theoretical viewpoint, the results obtained are of interest 
in that for the first time an explicit estimator better than a0 has been found 
for a nonquadratic loss. Similar results could undoubtedly be obtained for 
other polynomial losses, but it would be rare in practice for the loss to be an 
exactly known polynomial loss. It is interesting to note, therefore, that estimators 
of the form (3.7) (or (2.2)), with say d > 6, tend to be very robust with respect 
to the exact functional form of the loss. For example, the estimator (3.7), 
with b and d as in (3.6), is known (Baranchik [2]) to be minimax for L = 
I 6 - e I22 as well as L = 1 6 - 0 14 as shown in Section 3. Figure 1 indicates 
that this robustness holds for higher power losses also, and at the same time 
exhibits the amount of improvement over SO which is obtainable. The figure 
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FIGURE 1 
gives the normalized risks (R(6, B)/R(SO, 0)) of the estimator in (3.7) (with 
p = 3, b = 2(p - 2) = 2, and d = 3.6) for L&e) = 1 6 - 6’ Im, m = 2, 4, 
6, and 8. (Lower curves correspond to higher m.) It is easy to see that the risks 
are functions of 1 0 I, which is denoted by “PARAMETER.” Note that 6 
appears to be better than So for m = 6 and m = 8 as well as for m = 4 and 
m = 2. 
(2) If the original covariance matrix of X was not the identity (but was 
known), a simple linear transformation would put the problem into the form 
considered in Section 2. If the covariance matrix is unknown, the problem 
becomes theoretically much more complicated, although numerical results 
indicate that using an estimate of the covariance matrix does not greatly change 
the performance of the estimator. 
(3) The estimators considered have been centered at zero, and achieve 
their most significant improvement in risk at 0 = 0, as seen in Fig. 1. If instead 
of zero, a point 0, is though to be the “likely“ value of 0, the estimator should 
be centered at this point. The resulting estimator based on (2.2) is 
B(X - 0,) 
s(x) = x - d + (x - e,y c(x - e,) . 
This translation will merely shift the risk function of 6 so that the region of 
significant improvement is near e, . 
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